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PICKY PICKY PICKY… WITH THIS PICKING CART. THAT’S
NOT AT ALL A BAD THING
The order in which the parts are delivered, placed or picked is critical to any
manufacturing operation. That’s why Creform picking carts can help any manufacturer.
Case in point. A Manufacturer of industrial safety equipment needed a better order
picking cart to help its operation. They called on Creform engineers to help develop a cart
that would provide the best possible results. In fact, the results were so successful in the
manufacturing operation, the company expanded the picking carts to its warehouse and
shipping departments.
The cart pictured features two angled shelves and one horizontal shelf. Each shelf
is uniquely positioned and angled to optimize the interface with the associate. The design
of this simple cart makes it easy to see into each box and properly position “picked”
products in the box. The cart is manufactured with ergonomics in mind.
The cart features plastic shelves that provide the right balance between light
weight and strength. And since this cart is pushed all day, every day…and ergonomics is
key, it is important to keep the weight as low as possible while maintaining the necessary
strength and durability.
The cart is narrow and its dimensions of 28” wide x 48” long x 60” tall make
travel in narrow aisles and restrictive spaces possible. The cart is designed to hold up to
450 lb. The picking cart is ideal for warehouse order picking or kitting and features four
5” diameter urethane casters. The four swivel casters at the corners allow the cart to be
easily positioned and pushed down the aisles as well as to move laterally.
C-shaped ergonomic handles with cross bars on either end make the cart

comfortable to push and can be adjusted automatically to an associate’s height. For
convenience, each end of the cart features a small shelf for incidental tools and supplies,
while hooks are at each end in order to hang clip boards or other reference material. A
cup holder is even included to be sure the associate stays hydrated throughout the day.
Optional components such as shelf position label holders, towing hitches, scanner
gun holders, etc. are available to help further customize carts. Higher load capacity and
custom cart sizes and configurations are possible as well. Various pipe colors available
and can be configured for ESD applications.
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Caption CRE-554: The Creform picking cart provides the flexibility for manufacturing,
warehouse and shipping operations.

